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INTRODUCTION
This study proposes an alternative solution to the “missing data” problem; a scenario that requires the use
of areal interpolation procedures to estimate spatially extensive data (count data) for areal units. In spatial
analysis, a common statistical dilemma encountered with polygonal boundaries is the “alternative
geography” problem (Mrozinski and Cromley, 1999). This problem arises when spatially extensive data is
only available in set of areal units (source zones) that is not the desired set of areal units (target zones). If
the spatial extents for both sets of units align, common areal interpolation methods, such as areal weighting,
can be used to estimate the data values for the intersectional polygons that result (Goodchild and Lam,
1980). When s ource zones do not spatially align with target zones, the “missing data” problem arises and
target zone polygons will likely contain unknown data values. A number of areal interpolation methods
have been proposed to address the issue of missing data in area-based statistics, including dasymetric
mapping techniques (Eicher and Brewer, 2001) and “intelligent” interpolation methods (Flowerdew and
Green, 1992; Goodchild et al., 1992; Flowerdew and Green, 1994). Both methods mentioned above
incorporate the use of ancillary spatial data to assis t in the interpolation process when missing data exists in
the transfer from source zones to target zones.
GOALS AND METHODOLOGY
The purpose of this study is to propose an alternative areal interpolation procedure to solve the missing data
problem. The method that is put forward is a neural network approach that estimates missing spatially
extensive data for target zones based on spatial correlates that align with the geographic extent of the areal
units. Spatial correlates represent a spatial distribution of a phenomenon that is typically correlated with
the statistic that is being estimated by the interpolation procedure. Unlike the approach taken for intelligent
interpolation procedures, the method proposed in this study does not consider an overlay between source
zones and target zones. The proposed method uses a back-propagation artificial neural network to estimate
aggregated population values for census block groups in Hartford County, Connecticut. Identical spatial
correlates and known population values for another county of similar size are used as a training set for the
neural network and resulting model is tested on the census block groups in Hartford County. To determine
the accuracy the neural network interpolation procedure, the results from the neural network model are
compared to predicted population values derived from multivariate regression.
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